It’s official! Hannah appointed to AID post

From our wire services

President Nixon announced Thursday the long-expected decision of John A. Hannah to direct the foreign and pro-
gressive programs of the 13-member group of reporters in his office, saying

Hannah has been president of Michigan State University for the past four years. He had served as acting president before becoming full-time chief executive of the University.

President Nixon said that his decision to appoint Hannah to the AID post was in line with the wishes of the administration.

Hannah, who is a native of the Midwest, has been a strong supporter of the administration’s policies on foreign aid. He has been a vocal advocate for increased funding for development assistance programs.

The appointment of John A. Hannah to the post of United States Administrator for Economic Stabilization and Development is a significant step in the administration’s efforts to increase economic development assistance to the countries of the world.

In his new post, Hannah will be responsible for overseeing the administration’s efforts to help develop the economies of developing countries.

Hannah’s appointment is a move to strengthen the administration’s efforts to combat poverty and inequality around the world. He brings a wealth of experience and knowledge to the position, having served as a key figure in the development community for many years.

The appointment of John A. Hannah to the post of United States Administrator for Economic Stabilization and Development is a significant step in the administration’s efforts to increase economic development assistance to the countries of the world. This move is a testament to the administration’s commitment to combating poverty and inequality around the world.

What does this mean for the future?

The appointment of John A. Hannah to the post of United States Administrator for Economic Stabilization and Development is a significant step in the administration’s efforts to increase economic development assistance to the countries of the world. This move is a testament to the administration’s commitment to combating poverty and inequality around the world.

The administration has been working hard to strengthen its efforts to help developing countries achieve economic stability and growth.

This appointment is an important part of that effort. It is a clear sign that the administration is committed to working closely with developing countries to help them achieve economic stability and growth.
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Blacks, whites hurt by racism in society

By WILL BROWN

State News Staff Writer

"Society perpetuates a racism that is detrimental not only to blacks but to whites," a representative of Delta's People Against Racism said Monday.

Valerie Smock said that society dictates to people how they should act, the said that if whites were to escape from the chains of society they are perpetuating.

"If you break through and challenge the traditional mind, then you're an outcast. If you do it the wrong way, not as quick or as radical, but the same reason," she said.

Speaks example

Miss Smock cited Dr. Ben-" Smock's example as an example of why I can't understand how I can still be without any doubt in the academic centrum.

Maximum fine to curb larceny

All persons convicted of petty larceny, who now anticipate paying the maximum fine of $150 plus $200 is the next possible fines that they may be required to pay, according to a statement released by the Lansing police department.

Judge William S. Harmon is implementing the new policy in an effort to curb a rapid rise in property crimes, which coincide with recent abdominal rises.

"I will benefit from this new policy that will force potential offenders to be apprehended," Judge Harmon said.

The statement expresses the department's desire to see the new policy be viewed as a deterrent to potential offenders. The new policy will allow the police department to descend upon the area and apprehend offenders.

BOBCATE'S RATES

CAB may ban youth fares

By BARRY PARNES

State News Staff Writer

The CAB today announced that the CAB Board of Directors has approved a new policy that will allow CAB to ban youth fares, effective immediately.
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EDITORIAL

For an open university

The lesson of Gar alk is dual: First, interest in an issue of an open university — both to the interested and involved students and to the administrators — leads to the protest into dorm rooms and cafeteria lines.

Added to the "Gar alk" demand has been one of open admission for blacks, third world, and poor white students. The demand has become fully reasonable for discussion at this time.

Administrations, admissions are unavoidably tied to society's economic functions. Though this does not mean race per se, it translates into institutional racism. There is no doubt even with the strides this University has made in the last few years, that it remains still deeply institutionalized.

The demand for open admission policy: then, is justifiably justified. The only question to be answered is: should it be done in such a way as to be conducted out of a demand for "funds" or a demand for a just society?

POINT OF VIEW

Is it all a swindle?

EDITOR'S NOTE: The following "Point of View" was written by an Assistant Professor of History at the University of Michigan.

There is a widely held view presented most recently in a letter to the New York Times by some prominent members of the "People for an Open University." It is the view that the admissions policy of this University is a swindle, that it is being used as a means of political control by the University in order to control the Asian students. This position reflects a very clear and determined attitude by a large portion of the University.

Aside from the fact that the Open Admission movement should negotiate and allow committee investigations across the University, there must be an acceptance of the diversity and discipline of the profession. The open admission movement should be in support of a profession that makes the assessment of the candidate's qualifications, the maintenance of the University's standards, and the support of the legitimacy of the admissions and administration. This is something that is the same for all institutions.

The people who want Gar alk and the men who opened their lives being inundated by a whole web of public and private attention on the universities, government, and of the faculty. The administration of the University in particular has a responsibility to act in a reasonable manner.

Consider a few examples: The University's admissions officers have not been able to accurately assess the results of the time for the University to act on its own.

In the political circles which are directly affected by them to all of my friends, social and radical whose views, if propagated widely, would be self-fulfilling and perhaps not in our best interest, is the possibility of public support. The cost of this is obvious.

It is possible that in the future, we may have a swindle in the traditional sense. We must not overlook the possibility of the same outcome. We must be aware of the possible consequences of such a course of action.

Therefore, we have some time on our hands. As is proper, we have not done, and we have not done so if it is possible, in a way of our own. That is, with the intention of the course of action.

But, are we in any way against such a course of action? We are not.

Yet, we need not rely on the island of the book to prove some of the greatest men have been those who have been able to overthrow the arbitrary decisions of the Establishment. The Establishment has been able to do so.

We need not rely on the island of the book to prove that there is a place for the individual to act on his own.

Let us hear with a great interest in this new world we are creating, and let us not forget that it is our own. We have a responsibility to act.
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The sparkling spring fashion issue of MODERN BRIDE is out on your newstand now!
An increasing number of Viet- namese civilians and soldiers have been injured by land mines or unexploded bombs in the Vietnamese countryside.

As winter approaches, the Vietnamese government is taking steps to help those affected by the war.

The Vietnamese government has announced that they will provide medical care and other assistance to those injured by land mines or unexploded bombs.

In addition, the government is working to clear land mines and unexploded bombs from areas where they may pose a danger to civilians.

The Vietnamese government is also working with international organizations to provide humanitarian aid to those affected by the war.

The situation in Vietnam is critical, and the Vietnamese government needs all the support it can get to help those affected by the war.

Please consider donating to a reputable organization working to help the Vietnamese during this difficult time.

Thank you for your support.

The Vietnamese government and people are grateful for any assistance that can be provided.
What a dream!

Diana Rigg, known for her portrayal of "Avengers" in the CBS television series, "The Avengers," will appear in the St. Louis Shakespeare Festival's production of "The Winter's Tale," which will be televised nationwide.

"Mrs. Peel" slips naturally into Shakespearean role

I am in love with two different ones of these horses, not an immediate attraction, more of what they're used to call the "unattainable" personality is really what I mean. I mean to be more accurate, I suppose.

I'm not exactly sure why, but I think I must have inherited something from Diana Rigg, the English actress, who will be performing in the Royal Shakespeare Co. This summer. I'm not sure if it's the same thing, but I think it must be.

She's been playing Shakespeare for years, but I think it's the first time she's been seen in America. I wouldn't be surprised if she's seen in America, but I think it's the first time she's been seen in America. I wouldn't be surprised if she's seen in America, but I think it's the first time she's been seen in America.

Then there's "The Winter's Tale," which will be performed in Stratford and on Broadway. I think it's the first time she's seen in America, but I think it's the first time she's been seen in America.

I think it's the first time she's been seen in America, but I think it's the first time she's been seen in America.

PAC MIRRORS LIFE

Fieriness tumbles over 'Balcony'

"All's well that ends well" in Shakespeare. Having received the book stage and creating the stage, the opening night audience viewed the Shakespearean play for a PAC production of "All's well that ends well" at the Shakespearean Festival in Stratford-on-Avon.

Surprisingly, the play was performed by the same actors from the original production and broken by the stage. The audience was on the limits limited entirely with handheld "prompting" cards. The 20th century era exists in Shakespearean period.
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New laws to benefit transplants

Heart transplants

Heart transplants

Michigan legislators are working to pass a new law to allow for heart transplants. The legislation is supported by medical professionals, who believe it is a necessary step to improve patient care. The bill would allow for the use of donated hearts in Michigan hospitals, providing a new option for patients in need of heart transplants.

The legislation is being debated in the Michigan State House of Representatives and is expected to be voted on soon. If passed, the law would take effect immediately, allowing Michigan hospitals to begin performing heart transplants. This would be a significant step forward in the fight against heart disease, which is the leading cause of death in the United States.

Michigan State Sen. Mike Braun has been a strong advocate for the bill, stating, "This is a common-sense approach to addressing the needs of patients who are in dire need of a heart transplant." Braun has also called on his colleagues to support the bill, saying, "This is an opportunity to save lives and improve patient outcomes."

If passed, the law would make Michigan the 25th state in the country to allow for heart transplants. The legislation is expected to have wide support among Michigan residents, who are already among the most likely to support organ donation and transplants.

While heart transplants are still a controversial topic, there is a growing consensus among medical professionals that it is time to move forward. The Michigan bill is a crucial step in that direction.

Community Economics

JMC tests applied study

By JANNA SADLER

The Michigan State University College of Business is conducting an applied study on the economics of community development. The study is being led by Dr. John Brown, a professor of economics at the university.

The study will examine the economic impact of community development projects, such as urban renewal, housing, and transportation. The researchers will use a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods to gather data and analyze the effects of these projects on the local economy.

This study is part of the broader field of community economics, which seeks to understand the ways in which communities can be designed and managed to promote economic growth and improve the quality of life for residents.

The results of the study will be used by policymakers and community leaders to inform decisions about the future of their cities and towns. The researchers hope that their findings will help to create more sustainable and equitable communities.

Community economics is an important field of study that can have a significant impact on the lives of people in communities across the country. By understanding the economic forces that shape our communities, we can work to create more just and fair societies for all.

State Commission Studies

The Michigan State Commission on Community Economics has been meeting regularly to discuss the study's findings and to plan for future research. The commission is made up of experts from a variety of fields, including economics, planning, and public policy.

The commission is expected to release its final report later this year. The report will provide recommendations to policymakers and community leaders on how to use the findings of the study to improve the economic health of Michigan communities.

In the meantime, the researchers urge communities to continue to engage in dialogue about the economic issues that affect them. By working together, we can create more vibrant and prosperous communities for all.
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Iraqui Govt. Watches Jews; Many Jailed in Spy Probe

Baghdad, Iraq — Iraqui Jewish relatives have been kept under close watch since last July, when at least 120 Jews were reported to be just in the governmental widening of its espionage probe. Increasing friction between Israel and Iraq as a result of the execution has made it more difficult than ever for the nation's 1,000 Jews to enter or leave the country.

The Iraqui government has a plan to open a new front with Jews, and it is in contact with those in Jewish communities without government permission.

Iraqui sources said Jews have been warned on the dangerous period, and have not returned to Iraq in recent times with other Iraquis. Many Iraqui Jews have received letters which they order to read and learn a secret.

Interviews with several Jewish students at the University of Baghdad, where most Jewish students attend, have revealed information.

The university's student body, which is divided into several distinct groups, includes Jews, Christians, and Muslims. Although the university is the largest in the country, it is not known how many Jews attend.

The government has a policy of keeping Jews under close watch, and has arrested many of them. According to latest reports, at least 120 Jews have been arrested in the past year.

The government has also banned the work of the Jewish Federation, which is the main organization that represents Jewish interests in Iraq. The federation has been accused of espionage and has been forbidden to operate.

The government has also prevented Jewish students from attending certain universities, and has restricted their movements. Jewish students have been reported to be under surveillance.

The government has also banned the distribution of Jewish publications, and has closed down several Jewish institutions.

The government has also restricted Jewish religious activity. The government has closed down several Jewish synagogues, and has forbidden the celebration of Jewish holidays.
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**SPRINT**

**REMATCH SATURDAY**

**Cagers shoot at Wolverine’s zone**

By Mike Manley

State News Sports Writer

After the Michigan State 18-15-2 defeat to Michigan, State Coach Paterno said his team "will have to take the offensive to Michigan." Paterno has said his team won't score unless they take the offensive. Michigan has only played one of the nine games against Michigan since 1956. The 1956 team was the only team to win the rivalry since Michigan State won the last game in 1964.

Michigan has only played one of the nine games against Michigan since 1956. The 1956 team was the only team to win the rivalry since Michigan State won the last game in 1964.

**2 assistants named, grid staff complete**

The MNI football staff for the upcoming season was completed Thursday when former Spartans Joe Carruthers and George Paterno were named assistant coaches.

The addition of Carruthers and Paterno plus the recent appointment of Sherman Lewis, brought the staff to 10 coaches. Assistant coach George Fenske is in charge of the defense.

**Golden Gloves crown captured by MSU student**

Brendan Finkle, a junior from the Linn-Grand Rapids, was named the Golden Gloves Moroccan champion in the Light-Welterweight division.

Finkle, who announced the addition of the Linn-Grand Rapids, is planning to enroll in the Linn-Carroll College, where he will major in Business Administration.

**WHY DON'T YOU STOP IN AND SEE US SOMETIMES?**

Bells, Bangles, and So Forth

101 E. Grand River

Downtown Between Bridge and Corunna Road

332-8403

**HOUSE OF INDIA**

101 E. Grand River

**STEROE SOUND BY SONY**

**The Old World Look**

**What is your favorite Michigan State tradition or memory?**

I've always loved the tradition of the Michigan State band playing at the MSU versus Michigan football games. The band's renditions of the school songs and fight songs are always exciting and energizing for the fans. It's a great way to celebrate the rivalry and show school spirit.

**SPORTS**

**Fencers travel to Wisconsin**

By Dennis Doggett

State News Sports Writer

The Michigan State University fencing team will travel to Wisconsin for the first time in four years. The team will compete in the Wisconsin State Invitational on Friday and Saturday.

**Fresh skaters top Badgers 5-3**

The MSU hockey team defeated the Wisconsin Badgers 5-3 on Thursday night. The Badgers had not been beaten in the last four games, but the Spartans were able to score two goals in the first period to take the lead.

**Renault '69**
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"LIVE A LITTLE!!" GO-RENAULT!!

Ali Edwards

Sports Car Center
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Overnight Delivery Arranged
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The car you want, the service you deserve, and the price you want. Renault - the new way to drive.

**Lakeview Hardware**

560 Auto-Reverse Stereo Compact Tape System
4 Olympians lead Indiana tankers

By JOHN ViGIO
State News Sports Writer

Including a deciding Big Ten and NCAA championship win, the
Indiana swimming team is making a big splash this season.
MSU may try to splinter the Hoosiers next weekend but
the Hoosiers have a long record of combating big matches.

By DON KEPFEL
State News Sports Writer

The Michigan State men's gymnastics team is
currently ranked No. 1 and is having a great season.
They have been rejuvenated by the arrival of
new coach Don Keipel, who has
brought a new energy to the program.
MSU Gymnastics is in a
similar situation, with the
arrival of new coach
Jim Bentz.

7 STRAIGHT FOR 'S FOE
Badger icer riding win streak

By PAM BOYLE

The Wisconsin Badgers are on a roll, winning seven of their
last eight games, including a recent win over Michigan State.
MSU is in a slump, with a recent loss to Indiana,
putting them in a tough position.

Powerful Iowa gymnasts host upset-minded Spartans

The Spartan gymnasts have
their work cut out for them
Saturday when they meet the
Hoosiers in the best of three.
The Hoosiers have been
consistent throughout the
season, with wins against
top teams like Michigan and
Ohio State.

Records expected to fall Saturday in MSU Relays

By GARY WALKOWICZ

Iowa's athletic teams have
exceeded expectations this
year, with the Hawkeyes
leading the Big Ten in
multiple sports.

Grapplers meet tough foes, Iowa, Northern Iowa here

The MSU wrestling team
has been strong this season,
with impressive performances
against top opponents.

Oh—oh, better check the punch bowl!

The holiday season is upon us, and
many families are looking forward
to a delicious meal.

IF YOU HAVE “A BETTER IDEA,” PHILCO-FORD IS THE PLACE TO HAVE IT

You are going to be responsible for your decision.
Religion, science gap closing

Dr. Caviness

Humor inherent in religion as way to Christian virtue

Elegant Riggy

SN correction

Just what the doctor ordered

Morison's

Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan

Friday, February 7, 1969
U.S. military cutback near as S. Viets expand troops

Tight squeeze

As one was injured when a Lansing bus and car driven by Kenneth Gansbaurt, East Lansing graduate student, are the only bus and car on Grand River Avenue. The bus driver failed to see the approaching car, as he pulled out from a bus stop. State News photo by David Korte

'SHADOW' Racism based on distrust

By JANE TOPPS
State News Staff Writer

The Detroit Free Press reported on a government-sponsored program to help blacks integrate into society, according to a New YorkTimes report. "The program is a major effort to help blacks integrate into society," the report said. "But we are not aware of any specific plan to help blacks integrate into society." Karon added. "It is our belief that the racial problem is not so great either," he said.

Limits to their experience and opportunity are just as important as their ability to change," the report said. "People do not believe that they are part of a more successful group which is not part of the system."

Most of the machines are on a table, located in the rear of the room. A few classroom attendants are on hand to help students with their work. The machines are aimed at students who are primary grade students. They are also being considered for use by students in grades 1 through 6.

Grad aid offered

The State Board of Education has awarded a small grant to the Detroit Public Schools for instructional materials. The grant is to be used for the purchase of a special type of equipment.

The grant is intended to be used for the purchase of instructional materials for students in grades 1 through 6. The equipment includes audio-visual and other instructional materials.

HOCKEY

HOCKEY

HOCKEY

HOCKEY

The Michigan State Network

WSM
Stu. Services
WBR
Stereo
WMC
DeWitt
Wkme
Shaw
WEAK
Wonders

FRIDAY 7:55 p.m.
SATURDAY 7:55 p.m.

All stars who build a classroom design will receive a $5000 grant to develop the design that is the best. The program is aimed at students in grades 1 through 6. The design must be aimed at students who are primary grade students. They are also being considered for use by students in grades 1 through 6.

New MC paper published by trio

The State Board of Education has awarded a small grant to the Detroit Public Schools for instructional materials. The grant is to be used for the purchase of a special type of equipment.

The grant is intended to be used for the purchase of instructional materials for students in grades 1 through 6. The equipment includes audio-visual and other instructional materials.

HOBIE'S We Deliver.
Fast.
And only real food.
351-3800
CARRY OUT * FAST FREE DELIVERY
HOBIE'S, Inc. 351-3800
309 E., Grand River
Ph. 332-763

This Fall Stereo System
Is Complete...Featuring:

KENWOOD KS-33
All in One...Amplifier and Receiver
$375.00
2 KENWOOD SPEAKERS
$79.95
SHURE CARTRIDGE
$49.95
BASE & DUST COVER
$9.95
SPECIAL

$259.99
Plus Tax

THE DISC SHOP
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m., Monday through Friday and 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Sundays, 107 East Grand River Ave., East Lansing, Mich.
ASMSU revision slated in upcoming referendum

**Berkeley**

(continued from page one)


(continued from page one)


**Nixon**

(continued from page one)


**Graffiti**

(continued from page one)


Meditation club offers yoga class

By DAVID GLASGOW

The publicized technique of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, or Transcendental Meditation, is be¬
ing taught here on campus through the local chapter of the International Meditation Society (IMS).

The Maharishi was on cam¬
pus this past summer, right now, conducting a private meditation group. It wasn’t a public event that he will return.

Jerry Jeris, main benefactor and organizer of the movement, however, will not be on cam¬
pus, but will be with the students in the Erickson Hall Room. The current lecture will be Feb. 1 at 7 p.m. in 369 Engineering Hall.

Just what is Transcendental Meditation? Perhaps a teacher would explain it.

"Transcendental Meditation is a safe, scientific and natural technique which develops the full potential of the mind. This technique involves no concep¬
tion or concentration. It simply uses the natural tendency of the human mind to return from states of tension and unhappiness.

Moore and that meditation simply brings you into inner harmony with nature itself. We all have these basic, potential states of inner harmony, the "state of consciousness" and happiness.

8 state's artists display video at Kresge

As part of its "The Art of Michigan" series, Kresge Art Hall will be at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, the Art Center beginning Sunday.

"There will be unique one¬

Hillier Foundation
3955 State St., Ann Arbor, MI 48106

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 4, 6 p.m.
SINNER, CONWAY, LEVY, RICHARDS, ROSS, ROSSMAN, SCHAPIRO, WOPAT, WYATT

SANDERSON SENIOR CITIZEN CENTER
625 S. GRAND RIVER

M.U. Jazz Band Sitting in Sunday
Ko-Ko-Bar
E. Keen, Gabbard & Clipper
Certi Big Big Band Sound

Get Keyped

FOR READING

Taste the big difference in Pizza old and new

ACE-A-DIAMONDS

PIZZA

IN 25 MIN.

Taste the big difference in Pizza old and new

30¢ OFF

Turn the big difference in Pizza upside-down special savings

351-8800

MEDITATION

DAILY SERVICE

1512 E. LANSING


everyday

LANSING
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